
Mischief Brewing in the 
ROARING FORTIES 

We went down there with our pockets full of tin, 
And we came right back with our quarters stove 

in 

50 that's that. Crozets or not, here's the story. 
On the rare occasions when Mike was moved to 

lay aside a book about mountains and declaim the art 
of navigation with a few deft flips of the dividers over 
the chart, he usually concluded the demonstration with 
the words: " And there it is you see, we're laughing!" 
An expression, I now believe, that could only emerge 
from the more desolate wastes of Yorkshire. No 
really civilized Englishman would admit the use of 
such a phrase, not as a matter of taste, but simply of 
application. 

At this moment, if anyone is laughing, it is the 
Almighty. 

Other chuckles more mundane will follow. It is 
inevitable that a good belly laugh will be enjoyed by 
all those gallant Capetonians who gave us newspaper 
coverage and publicity, useful tasks to perform, ex
cellent dinners, numerous drinks, lots of advice, slaps 
on the back and a most tremendous farewell to glor). 

As those who sat on Sea Point and Signal Hill may 
remember, we lay becalmed a mile or two seaward!> 
for about a day and a half after leaving Table Bay. 
But on the second night we found a small breeze and 
stole away South and Eastwards along the coast to 
Hout Bay. We have rather more photographs of that 
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magnificent scenery than we would have normall}' 
cared to have time to take! 

For two days, eventually, we moved slowly South
wards and Eastwards in light winds and a small beam 
sea in the most comfortable manner. There was no 
rolling or pitching; just a gentle and prolonged surge 
upwards and alee as each wide crest passed beneath. 

The weather was sunny and cool, and we fished. 
And on the afternoon of November 24 we hooked a 
moderate tunny. 

So for supper we had fillets poached in herbs and 
sherry and water. 

On the evening of the 25th the wind had freshened 
to an extent that caused us to reef the mainsail-a 
precaution against having to turn out during the night. 
I think we were all wary of the famous Cape weather 
and determined to do the right thing--dontcherknow. 

Anyhow, the night was clear and fine, but the morn
ing brought a thickening sky and a heaving swell from 
the Northwest. Long mares· tails of cloud flew high 
above, while the glass slowly began to fall. 

We lashed securely all spars and fenders and general 
hamper on deck and feared the worst, while poor 
Howard in his galley cursed the motion of our small 
ship. He was out of practice after a month ashore. 

But most of the ominous signs declined during the 
next night. 

The glass continued to fall, but the seas went down. 
much to Alan's relief, who was not really ready for 
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that stuff at so early a stage in the voyage. After 
breakfast we shook out the reefs, and an entry in the 
log book records "A fine day.'' 

We had little cause for dismay in the omens. We had 
been informed that in the region of the Cap: at that 
time of the year pressure was normally high. And it 
was to be expected that as we edged farther away 
from the continent the barometer would register some 
slow fall. 

The wind remained moderate and steady for some 
hours. The seas were not unpleasant. 

I do not think that cautious optimism is a bad thing 
in sailing-providing that it is sustained and consistent 
whatever the conditions may be, and at the same time 
that the caution is never allowed to lapse. 

We were not at all disheartened when the gentle, 
even slope on the drum of the barograph passed on 
below the normal level for the area into which we were 
heading. The sort of depression which was indicated 
by the graph was of a type we had found so useful 
before, in the last 800 miles of our approach to Cape 
Town. We expected perhaps some fresh to strong 
winds for two or three days, backing steadily all round 
the compass and in our favour for either an Easting 
or a Southing through most of that time, giving us a 
boost towards a tiny group of rocks and moss and 
penguins. 

We began to make plans for our Christmas dinner 
on the Island. 

Howard worked out a few menus and checked his 
store of luxuries and special preserves. All bottles of 
spirits were wrapped in spare clothes and stowed 
away. 

The man at the tiller was told off to watch the 
fishing line from time to time, and we caught two 
tunny, the larger of something over 25 lbs. weight. 
Howard cut only the best steaks from it and poached 
them for dinner with seasoning and sherry. 

As the needle fell away to 29.80 inches we began to 
reduce sail. A brief entry in the log at 8 o"clock on 
the night of November 26 notes that the wind had 
freshened, and that trysail and storm jib were hoisted 
m place of reefed working sails. Double watches 
were arranged of two for each four hours during the 
night. 

This system prevailed from then onwards. 
The wind blew steadily at force 4 all that night 

and during the following morning, shifting a point 
either way from N.W. By l l o'clock it was settled 
in a Northwesterly direction, and at noon measured 
force 7. 

The seas were still quite moderate, but were increas
ing slowly in size, while the ship raced on. 

We handed the trysail and lashed it to the boom. 
shipped the log and streamed one heavy warp. More 
warps were added later to a total of three long bights 
by the morning of the 29th. But at no point during 
our subsequent passage under bare poles did our speed
drop below 4½ knots. 

The glass reached the bottom of 29.15 inches at 8 
o'clock in the evening of the 27th. and it was during 
the watch at that time that the first damage to the gear
was received. 

The skipper was at the tiller when a breaking crest 
QUIET before the gales. Mischief at the R.C.Y.C. 

slipway, where she refitted before venturing into 
the Roaring Forties. Photo: Cloete Breytenbach 
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Tells the story of Major Tilman's gallant 
effort to reach the CROZET Islands. 

and a few tons of solid water drove headlong at the 
taffrail. and ripped all the after part and starboard side 
of the canvas dodger away from the stanchions, break
ing off two of them above the sockets and bending 
several others over. 

In the gathering dusk Gerry and l rigged up a tem
porary support for the tattered canvas, which luckily 
withstood a further pounding until the following day. 

My own log entry for that night reads: •· 2400 hr�. 
Course (magnetic) SSE wind (true) NWxN force. 8 
gusting to 9. barometer 29.20 inches. temperature. wet 
56 ° F. dry 57 F. swell: NWxN period: 12 seconds. 
mean height: 25 feet. percentage low cloud: 90. type. 
unobserved. Remarks: heavy rain squalls with thun
der just discernible through general noise:· 

The sky was dark, but a curious phenomenon was 
provided by the seas, which were crowned with a boil
ing ridge of phosphorus. 

At 2 o'clock in the morning, Gerry recorded a steady 
wind of force 9, gusting, he and the skipper thought, 
for prolonged periods to force I 0. And the violent 
rain squalls which accompanied these gusts continued 
for an hour or two. By this time we were shipping 
enough rain and sea water to necessitate 10 minutes 
on the pumps each half hour, to keep the well empty. 

The wind began to back steadily towards the west 
and the barometer to rise at about 8 o'clock on that 
morning of the 28th. But not before a major disaster 
had in a brief moment initiated our change of plans. 

At a quarter past �ix the ship was struck by a sea on 
the port side. 

(pleore turn over) 



TAKING 1n stores, at Cape Town: Left o right: 
Major H. W. Tilman, of Everest fame, G. J. H. 
Levick, Jim Lovegrove, P. V. Green (who left 1n 
Cape Town to Join the Rhodesian-owned motor 
yacht Mart,necta), M. J. Clay and H. Davies. 
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The remainder of the dodger and it. tanchion 
capitulated. The quarter boards on either side were 
tove in. and the port coaming of the cockpit tarted in

board. carrying with it all that side of the cockpit wall 
and one of the deck plank . 

The remainder of the sea wept over the decks, 
era hed onto the main skylight. purling through ever 
hinge and seam. One of the tyre fenders went before 
it with two heavy blocks on lanyards which had been 
coiled down in the centre of the tyre. 

Spar and boom. la hed to the deck were un hipped. 
and rolled about the boards, as did two of the heavy 
drums of oil. 

In a final ingenious bur t of fury the wave took the 
dinghy, which-with its contents of a bag of anthracite. 
two tanks of fresh water. the working jib folded and 
la hed to the thwarts and several coils of 2-in. manilla 
rope-wa launched violently over the bow and was 
not een again. The guard rail stanchion over which 
the boat was thrust was bent outwards at a right angle. 

Except for a hort length made fast to the pin rail. 
every piece of the hemp lashing over the dinghy was 
burst away from the ring bolt in the deck. 

No trace wa left of boat or content . 
A lot of water had already been hipped. and 

enough of it escaped below to cover the boards in the 
saloon. So a soon a the chart room wa cleared of 
pill tool boxes, and water had stopped pouring 

through the forced ventilator and the leaky kylight. 
a tart was made to pump it out. 

Now, in all fairness to truth. it must be admitted 
that in such moments of minor panic, thoughts of 
·· ge1ting swamped··. '· breaking up., and others of 
that vein are bound to arise. however momentarily. 
Personally I am convinced that we were never for one 
moment in danger of getting swamped, much less of 
breaking up. 

But be that a it may, our thank go out to Leon 
Policansky of the R.C.Y.c. for the fact that ··Mischief" 
wa pumped dry before the next big ea came aboard 
about a quarter of an hour later. 
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While Gerry, Howard and Alan pumped, I helped 

bring the boat back on cour e. then with the kipper 
valiantly leading the way. we set the torm jib again 
to minimize the chances of another broach lo. 

The man at the helm had suffered a con iderable 
shock and wa relieved as soon as it was feasible. 

And when the aloon and galley had been mopped 
clean, and odden bedding and clothes and book 
were orted out and returned to their owner , the kip
per as essed the cau e and effects of the damage and 
called a brief conference in the cockpit. 

The seas were then at what proved to be their 
highest. On the ba is of the height of the mast we 
estimated a carefully as po.sible and recorded in the 
log a mean height of seas of 30 feet. 

However, Gerr) and I, watching them for some 
time, saw many approaching 50 feet high. and one or 
two giant considerably greater. It was a brilliantly 
sunny day with a continuous veil of spume driving 
aero s the water. 

The skipper, woken abruptly and very wetly from 
an exhau ted and troubled Jeep. regarded the cene 
with di favour. 

He was of the opinion that the torm wa. the wor t 
that Mischief had encountered during the period of 
hi command. Never, he said, during the long trip 
down the coast of South America. through the Mag
ellan Straits or the Patagonian Channel . in the broad 
Atlantic or off the Chile coast. had he shipped so 
much solid sea. 

A pampero was nothing to this. 

His concern for the welfare of all on board per
suaded him that the hip would best be handled for 
the remainder of the storm by himself and the two 
others whom he considered most competent to do so. 

Between the three of u we were to work watches 
of two on and one off at a time. The others were 
allotted tasks of pumping out the well, mopping up 
the floor and the table. and helping Howard, the 
cook. 

Howard Davie of Durban was a genius. 
Stoutly maintaining throughout the worst part of 

the torn, that the motion down below was such that 
"'you might be on the Queen Mary 1 ·• he served 
every meal on time and piping hot, and in between 
times many a steaming mug of cocoa or coffee wa 
pas ed up into the cockpit. 

Gerry preferred steering by finding out the direc
tion from which the seas were coming and then going 
by the compass. This system can be very accurate
and, of course. on a moonle night is the only prac
ticable one. 

But during the daylight hours I per,onally favoured 
leering ·· backwards", that is facing aft, so that I 

could make a final adjustment to suit each approaching 
crest and bring it fair and quare on the taffrail. Since 
Mischief under bare poles is very lighr and quick on 
the helm, this method wa imple. 

But whatever we did. one could not cope success
fully with the more irregularly-shaped eas, or with 
the odd monster approaching with a confused crest. 

o Gerry and I had considerable arguments as to 
which of us shipped the most water. and why. 

All protection for the helmsmen above the cockpit 
coaming had been shattered. There remained only a 
life line round the waist and clipped into the guard 
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rail, whose stanchions in the bulwark were getting 
bent at all angles. 

If I have been in danger of flippancy about our 
reactions to this sort of weather, let me correct that 
at once. Though luckily we were not gripped or made 
stupid by it, no one of us wa at all times free of fear. 

Those big inexorable and va t eas, were indeed 
worthy of h'uman fear and there wa a limit to the 
number of precautions one can take against the':'· 
When this ha been done the outcome mu l rema111 
in other hands. 

Only a fool i not held, however momentarily. 
aghast at the superhuman power that is _exhibited. At 
·uch moments the conception of death 1s neither ep
arate nor concrete in the mind. But that i not all 
blind faith. 

When every precaution has been taken and the 
card are on the table, what more can one do? What 
ever remains. be it death or urvival, appear in the 
natural course and perspective of things. It is fash
ionable. I observe. to forget the e a pects after the 
event, to put a "brave face on it··. But in fact, no 
degree of heroics r pride can alter what ha gone 
in the past. The picture i made ludicrous by the 
omission of an important part. In reality, the bottom 
of the cup i seen as a logical end to the contents. 

Admit that, and in all sanity, one can still afford to 
smile. 

Jo the latter respect I fear we were not always so 
respectful of our skipper a we should have been. I 
remember at one stage. when a considerable quantity 
of water had flown over tho e au tere locks and 
flooded the cockpit. Gerry and I looked up over the 
weather board in the main hatch to ee if the Old 
\,fan was all right. 

We were met by a tony tare. He sat grimly 
hunched over the tiller. water running from every 
pore of him, while !altered remnants of canvas and 
tring festooned his shoulders. 

Gerry turned to me. ·· He"s playing Ca1·s Cradle·•. 
he aid. 

I think the joke that wore very thin very quickly 
was to offer the helm man, waist deep in water a bar 
of map but one way or another a cheeky confidence 
urvived. 

By 8 o·ctock on the morning of the 29th we had 
t~ken in our warps once more and streamed the l?g. 
But the sea, still very high, had the last word. Dur111g 
one of Gerry' watches a large ere t broke aboard 
and removed the contents and both sides of the deck 
locker which were la hed down and therefore offered 
<ome resi tance. The other two sides and the roof 
were depo itcd again t the port rigging. 

But the storm was done. 
Within 24 hour the deck was spread with sails. 

blanket . mattresse and clothing almost visibly steam
ing in a hot sun. The glass had risen. the wind fell 
light. A ter e entry in the log records: ·· A fine morn
ing". 

There followed the inevitable ubsidence of the . ca 
until another period of heaving calms ~et in. welcome 
for a day and irritating after that. Hopes began to 
emerge, fear to recede. 

lt Wa£ evident that the damage to Mischief herself 
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Weather map published in the Cape Times when 
the M1sch1e1 was getting knocked about. 500 miles 
to the south-three depressions 1n a row, barom
eter 28.6 in the storm centres! 

was superficial, and easily repaired. The lo of gear 
was regretted and relatively light. But loss of the 
dinghy had more far-reaching effects a it would pre
vent us from undertaking landings on the lslands. 

The Crozet objective wa therefore abandoned. 
The . kipper considered the possibility of going on 

to Kerguelen, the French base for the Geophysical 
Year programme. Here. the loss of the dinghy was 
no drawback to effecting a landing. 

Meanwhile. Gerry had repaired and made water
proof the damaged deck. I talked-vainly l fear-of 
making a new canvas dodger. Howard cooked or 
played hi accordion. Mike and Alan read their 
books. and the sun shone. 

How oon one forget ! 
But the ugly facts were not lo be gainsaid. The fit-

nc of the crew to manipulate Mischief in those 
outhern latitudes was the ame in the lazy sail flap

ping aftermath as it wa in the height of the storm. 
In the event of more wild weather the work would 
fall once more on the shoulders of three men. Not 
just for three days. but for any period during a total 
of six to eight weeks. 

That much was Major Tilman·s most serious con
cern. At last the skipper decided, very reluctantly. lo 
return to the Union. 

The remainder of the tory eem quite an anticlimax 
though we had more bad weather during the passage 
to Durban than any we had faced in the double cross
ing of the Atlantic. 

On December 12 with light airs carcely holding us 
up to the offshore current. we sailed as far into the 
Natal Coast as we dared-that i until we could see 
the colours of the curtains in the hou es at Port Shcp-
tone. 

But a night of calm, was misleading. Early next 
morning. a most tremendou, thunderstorm heralded 
the arrival of more strong winds. We hauled off the 
land as the blast came screaming up from south we t. 
Howard and I took map and towel to a fine fre h
water shower in sheets of warm rain. while the little 
ship ploughed along at three knot under bare pole .. 

So in grand ty!e. with the skippcr·s nag nying from 
the staff that Gerry had made from the harpoon. we 
fetched atal Point and galloped round into Durban 
harbour. 

Howard Davies has gone home. Alan Jolly is back 
in ape Town. Other crew changes may I e expected 
before our departure for the U.K. via the Red Sea: 
in fact they arc already afoot. Our destination only 
i, clear. The interim remain obscure. 

And <o. goodbye Cape Town. goodbye rozets. 
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